
Detroit Engineered products (DEP), is an engineering services, product development, soware development, consulng and talent acquision company. Since its incepon 
in 1998 in Troy, USA, DEP is now a global company with footprints in Europe, China, Korea, Japan, and India. DEP uses the accelerated and transformed product development 
process, accomplished by ulizing our proprietary plaorm, DEP MeshWorks, which rapidly reduces the development me of products for all segments. The MeshWorks 
plaorm delivers tool sets that accelerate virtual validaon acvies associated with powertrain development across all stages for both convenonal and electric powertrain.

TheThe demand for safe, reliable & high performing baeries have never been so high. With the world moving closer to more affordable and eco-friendly electric vehicles, 
manufacturers are looking for baeries with high energy and power density, increased safety and long life span at a minimum weight, least size and an affordable cost. DEP, 
with our advanced baery design & development soluons, help customers to design baeries with opmal power-to-weight raos, specific energy and density; that can 
efficiently power the vehicle and its array of supporng electronic systems. As pioneers in the auto industry, we designed techniques that achieve safety and performance 
goalsgoals at reduced developmental costs. Our mul-disciplinary approach for the baery product development, aids customers modeling the effects of the design on baery’s 
safety, performance, capacity & durability. Our experse covers complex assembly factors by connecng the engineering, manufacturing & quality aspects.

DEP’s baery design soluons are based on a holisc approach. It integrates the electro-chemical, mechanical, electrical, controls and soware aspects of the design. Our 
team has extensive experse in thermal management systems, and can evaluate requirements starng from baery cooling features to temperature distribuon and 
structural chemistry. Our soluons support manufacturers in every phase of the design & development, helping clients maximizing baery range with more energy dense 
baery structures. Supported by world-class engineering, state-of-art tools and a wealth of experse garnered in mobility segment, we are delivering turn-key soluons that 
prpromise to usher in a new transportaon era.

BATTERY SOLUTIONS

Electrificaon is the most viable way to achieve clean and efficient 
transportaon that is crucial for the sustainable development of the world. In 
the near future, Electric Vehicles (EVs) including Hybrid Electric Vehicles 
(HEVs), Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs), and pure Baery Electric 
Vehicles (BEVs) will dominate the clean vehicle market. The key enabling 
technology to this revoluonary change is the baeries.

EExtensive research efforts and investments are made in this advanced baery 
technologies that are used in EVs

The uptake of today’s EVs has a lot to do with the advent of Lithium baery 
technology. Lithium-ion baeries are comparavely lightweight, energy dense 
and can be recharged.
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